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Programming Microsoft® Robotics StudioMicrosoft Press, 2008
In an effort to make the field of robotics accessible to a larger group of developers, Microsoft has released Microsoft Robotics Studio (MSRS). MSRS is based on the popular .NET Framework. It offers developers a standard and consistent way to develop applications for an almost limitless variety of robotic platforms. Currently,...
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Spring Python 1.1Packt Publishing, 2010

	Spring Python captures the concepts of the Spring Framework and Spring Security and brings them to the world of Python and provides many functional parts to assemble applications. Spring Python is all about using the many useful features of Spring to the fullest and making these features available when working with Python.


	Get to...
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CorelDRAW X5 The Official GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	The Only Corel-Authorized Guide to CorelDRAW X5


	Learn to create outstanding fine art and eye-catching commercial graphics with one powerful tool! CorelDRAW X5: The Official Guide is your comprehensive reference and workbook to get you started designing visually captivating CorelDRAW artwork. Learn, step by step, how to...
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Django 1.0 Website DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2009
Django is a high-level Python web framework that was developed by a fast-moving online-news operation to meet the stringent twin challenges of newsroom deadlines and the needs of web developers. It is designed to promote rapid development and clean, pragmatic design and lets you build high-performing, elegant web applications rapidly. Django...
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Final Cut Pro HD for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004

	Welcome to Final Cut Pro HD For Dummies! The Final Cut Pro digital
	video editing program lets you capture raw video and audio (such
	as dialogue, sound, and music) on your Macintosh and assemble these elements
	into polished productions that are ready for the Internet, a CD-ROM,
	a DVD, television, and even the big screen.

...
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Obesity: science to practiceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	For many scientists and clinicians, obesity has at last come of age. When the editors were going through medical school and even specialist training in diabetes and endocrinology, obesity was a nonentity that fell out of the mainstream of ‘real’ diseases and was notable for being dull and unrewarding to treat. Admittedly, this was...
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Emerging Technologies in SurgerySpringer, 2007


	Tremendous acceleration and changes in our daily

	medical practice are occurring. Both as doctors and

	ordinary citizens, we are aware of living in a world

	more and more inuenced by information technology.

	In surgery, this revolution has brought about a dramatic

	acceleration of the introduction of new devices,...
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Mechanics of the CellCambridge University Press, 2012

	The cells of our bodies represent a very large class of systems whose structural

	components often are both complex and soft. A system may be complex

	in the sense that it may comprise several components having quite

	different mechanical characteristics, with the result that the behavior of the

	system as a whole reflects an...
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The Complete Book of Locks and Locksmithing (Complete Book of Locks & Locksmithing)McGraw-Hill, 2005

	The knowledge, skill, and expertise of any true professional often can be gauged by the library of literature that he or she keeps and has read. In the often mysterious, secretive, and intriguing world of locks and locksmithing, no true professional, aficionado, or curiosity seeker would be without The Complete Book of Locks and Locksmithing,...
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Build an Awesome PC, 2014 Edition: Easy Steps to Construct the Machine You Need (The Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	Custom-build your own dream PC, have fun doing it, and save yourself a lot of money in the process. This book will give you the confidence to buy the best-of-class components and assemble them with clear, step-by-step instructions. You'll build your own PC capable of effortlessly running the most graphic and CPU-intensive games, graphics...
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Interorganisational Standards: Managing Web Services Specifications for Flexible Supply ChainsPhysica-Verlag, 2005
Standards play crucial roles in many different aspects of today’s economy. They can define meanings of semantics, product interfaces, process steps, or performance levels. Interorganisational standards are specifications that define business-related semantics and processes, which are made accessible to other organisations’ information...
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Digital Photography for 3D Imaging and AnimationSybex, 2007
Transform Your 3D Projects with Your Own Digital Photographs    

    

    Enhance your 3D animation by adding photographs that you've composed, lit, and shot specifically for use in your 3D projects. This practical and easy-to-follow book will show you how. Even if you have limited experience, the tips and ideas...
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